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Enabling works have now commenced on site and these include
the removal of various items of play equipment, canopies and
furniture to afford access to carry out the demolition works that
will give us access to carry out the main build works.

Looking ahead


Completing enabling works

We are also currently forming new temporary car park areas for
both staff and operatives as well as forming a new compound
area for site office and welfare establishment and fencing off all
the construction areas.



Office Cabins Delivered 8/4/16



Muckshift, Drainage and retaining wall



Foundations



Steelwork (Robinson’s)

The first element of the works is a “muckshift” of approx.
1500m3 of muck. This is to allow us to commence works on the
sheet piling, retaining wall, drainage and foundations.
We are currently targeting steel erection to commence 31/5/16.
We have also completed the tree pruning works to assist vehicle
deliveries onto site

Over the next few weeks we will be:

MJ Robinson Structures

JA Burke are a Midlands based ground works, civils and RC frame
company working for the largest construction clients in the UK.
JA Burke undertake projects from £50k labour to £3m labour,
plant and material schemes.
They are currently undertaking the enabling/ temporary car park
works before progressing with the main build works including
sheet piling, retaining wall, muckshift, drainage and foundation
works. They work on many Morgan Sindall jobs with great
success.

Architect’s impression of new building

For more information, please contact:

.My name is Colin Ebenezer, Morgan Sindall Site
Manager (07794 094078).and I would like to take
this opportunity to introduce myself to the neighbours. The purpose of the newsletters is to keep all
parties up to speed with ongoing and future planned
activities. I would ask that you appreciate the tight
constraints within which we are operating on this site
and due to the nature of construction there is always
going to be an element of noise and disruption which
we will endeavour to keep to a minimum.
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